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Abstract:
Entrepreneurship as a determinant of economic growth and innovation intensity has been increasingly used by governments for shaping public policies with sustainable development purposes. This chapter positions the Clean Development Mechanism as an example of an international technology transfer mechanism that can stimulate knowledge spillovers in the host economies. Taking as reference the Chinese context, a benchmarking approach is proposed to assess the performance of distinct mechanisms of climate friendly technology transfers. This is particularly relevant since it is an innovative attempt for addressing the caveat found in the literature of international entrepreneurship and technology transfer, especially focused in the need for developing both qualitative and quantitative analyses about distinct experiences in adopting technology transfer mechanisms into developing countries. This is useful not only in the scope of global efforts to mitigate the emission of greenhouse gases, but also in the accomplishment of sustainable development goals of host economies. Moreover, from the current proposal an operative tool is derived for guiding the action of policy makers, managers and practitioners engaged in the field of Energy Entrepreneurship.
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1. Introduction

Set-up in the wake of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997, the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) is a market-based tool aimed at reducing the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) in developing countries (Olsen, 2005). By providing financial and technological assistance to the developing world, the CDM not only contributes to the mitigation of climate change effects and sustainable development, but it also enables developed nations to achieve lower compliance costs on their GHG reduction commitments (Castro & Michaelowa, 2008).

Drawing on theories of international entrepreneurship and technology transfer, the goal of this chapter is twofold, that is, to analyze the CDM phenomenon and to present a benchmarking proposal for evaluating CDM projects in China. The focus on this country is due to two main reasons. First, China is currently the world’s largest emitter of GHG (IEA, 2007). Second, China is one of the countries with the highest number of CDM projects implemented so far (Schneider et al., 2008), enabling a more comprehensive study of this phenomenon in comparison to other CDM host countries.

The literature review includes an overview of the main streams of research on international entrepreneurship (IE), and of the relevant entry modes (Acs, 2006; Acs & Varga, 2005; Acs & Szerb, 2006). The cornerstones of the literature on economics of science and technology presented by Audretsch et al. (2002) are also reviewed, in order to reveal the importance of international technology transfer (ITT) mechanisms under the framework of energy entrepreneurship. The focus will turn to the essentials of CDM, namely its importance in the scope of the Kyoto Protocol, intended goals, and modus operandi. The empirical approach will provide the evaluation of the CDM’s performance, as both a technology transfer mechanism, and as a foreign entry mode for international entrepreneurs. A set of key performance indicators will be identified and, based on these, a benchmarking proposal about technology transfer mechanisms will be presented.

The remainder of the chapter is as follows. First, it reviews the international linkage between entrepreneurship and technology transfer, and mechanisms for international technology transfer. Second, it addresses the need for promoting qualified technology transfer in order to surpass the challenges posed by climate change. Moreover, it reveals the importance of the CDM as a flexible mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol that provides the opportunity exploitation of delocalized investments made by technological start-ups. Third, it presents a benchmarking proposal for evaluating CDM projects based in China. Finally, it concludes and presents implications for policy makers, managers and practitioners interested in energy entrepreneurship and technology transfer.
2. Entrepreneurship and Technology Transfer: The International Linkage

2.1. Literature Streams

The identification of literature streams that explain the emergence of companies that can be considered internationally entrepreneurial in their behavior has been extensively performed by IE scholars and practitioners. As such, the goal here is to briefly review the most relevant theoretical frameworks used by IE researchers: Theory of the firm; Transaction cost theory; Theory of the growth of the firm; Resource-based view; Network perspective; Knowledge-based view; and the Internationalization process model.

According to Foss (1997), the theory of the firm corresponds to a theoretical framework that addresses aspects such as the existence of the firm, the boundaries of the firm, and its internal organization. The main tasks of the theory of the firm were formulated in the seminal work of Ronald Coase (1937). Coase argued that market exchanges entail certain costs, such as the determination of relevant prices or the negotiation and enforcement of contracts. These transaction costs may be reduced by coordinating these activities within the firm. However, internal organization brings other kinds of costs, derived from information asymmetry, incentives, and performance evaluation. The boundaries of the firm are, therefore, determined by the trade-off, at the margin, between the relative transaction costs of external and internal exchange.

In short, the basic premise underlying the transaction cost theory is that business activities conducted on behalf of the firm by external parties – i.e. the market – are costly and inefficient, and hence the firm benefits by internalizing as many activities as possible.

Adopting a different stance, Edith Penrose’s work has been an important contribution to the theory of the firm, mainly as a precursor of the resource-based view and knowledge-based theories. In 1959, Penrose’s book ‘The Theory of the Growth of the Firm’ described the firm as a collection of productive resources, under administrative and authoritative coordination, producing products for sale in the market for a profit. Penrose suggested that the performance of these productive operations gave rise to the creation of knowledge within the firm. Most in particular, this originated ‘excess resources’, as an increase in productivity could lead to less time being required to perform a certain set of activities. According to Penrose (1959), these excess resources could be put into profitable use at zero marginal cost, which represented a strong incentive for the firm’s expansion and innovation.
The resource-based view holds that firms can leverage their resources by building distinctive capabilities that allow them to gain competitive advantages (Zahra et al., 2003). According to Rugman and Verbeke (2002), in the post-1980 academic work the resource-based approach shares the following characteristics: (i) the firm’s ultimate objective is to achieve sustained, above-normal returns, as compared to rivals; (ii) a set of resources, not equally available to all firms, and their specific combination into capabilities and competences; (iii) the resources must be valuable to customers, rare, difficult to imitate and non-substitutable; and the fact that (iv) innovations, in terms of new resource combinations, can significantly contribute to sustainable superior returns.

The network approach considers markets as systems of social and business relationships, which are established among customers, suppliers and/or competitors (Coviello and Munro, 1997). Almost by definition, small entrepreneurial firms lack the resources of larger established firms. The network approach suggests that entrepreneurs can gain access to valuable resources not under their control in a cost effective way by means of networking activities (Zhao and Aram, 1995; Gabrielsson and Kirpalani, 2004). Networks are a knowledge source, and allow firms to leapfrog several stages in their learning process (Mtigwe, 2006).

Drawing heavily from Penrose’s theory of the firm’s growth, the knowledge-based view considers firms as «social communities that serve as efficient mechanisms for the creation and transformation of knowledge into economically rewarded products and services» (Kogut and Zander, 1993: 627). According to Grant (2002), the knowledge-based view of the firm is more about a set of ideas pertaining to the existence and nature of the firm that emphasizes the role of knowledge, than a de facto theory of the firm. Thus, competitive advantage is based on knowledge instead of raw materials, and firms create and sustain competitive advantage by protecting valuable knowledge, either by preventing its migration or by eliminating the possibility of imitation (Prashantham, 2005).

Finally, the internationalization process model (also known as the Uppsala-Model), posits that firms internationalize in a gradual and incremental manner, through a series of evolutionary stages (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977; Bell et al., 2003). According to this model, a firm starts to export to a certain target country and, after acquiring some

---

1 For a seminal contribution, it’s worthwhile to mention the work of Barney (1991), where the author proposed the previously referred characteristics and also analyzed the conditions under which firm resources may be a sustainable source of competitive advantage of the firm.
experience, it targets countries which are increasingly ‘psychically’ distant from its domestic market.

Many authors consider that these traditional theoretical frameworks fail to explain the internationalization process of born-globals and INVs as, for example, small firms lack the resources for a gradual and stage progression (Wright and Dana, 2003). However, some authors have applied this theoretical construct to the born-global phenomenon. One case in point is Hashai and Almor’s (2004) study of knowledge-intensive born-globals in Israel, whose internationalization behavior is explained in light of this evolutionary stage theory.

It should also be noted that, rather than individually, these theoretical frameworks have been used in combination to explain the international operations of young entrepreneurial firms, as can be attested in Table 1. This is in tandem with Rialp et al. (2005), who assert that the use of a single framework is a somewhat reductionist approach, and a holistic and comprehensive understanding of the IE phenomenon is more likely to emerge with the combined use of multiple theoretical constructs.

PLEASE INSERT TABLE 1 HERE

2.2. International Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship is one of the driving forces of growth in modern economies. As a primary source of job creation, economic competitiveness and innovation, governments are increasingly aware of its importance, and have been shaping public policies to encourage entrepreneurial initiatives (Monitor Group, 2009; Leitão and Baptista, 2009a; Leitão and Baptista, 2009b).

The identification and exploitation of business opportunities lies at the core of entrepreneurship. While, for many years, opportunities available to entrepreneurs were confined to domestic borders, the globalization of markets has expanded the scope of opportunity exploitation to the global arena. This has enabled many companies to adopt a global focus from inception and pursue a rapid internationalization path (Oviatt and McDougall, 1994). Due to this, the study of IE has raised considerable interest among academics and practitioners in recent years, emerging as an independent field of academic studies.
The study of IE can be viewed in the backdrop of international efforts to curb climate change. The engagement of the private sector is fundamental to climate change mitigation, and will create innumerable business opportunities to individuals and companies directly or indirectly involved in the ‘decarbonization’ of our economies. According to Stern (2007), these markets could be worth hundreds of billions of dollars per year, and be an important source of employment generation.

According to several authors (e.g. Wennekers et al., 2005; Stearns and Hills, 1996), no singular definition of entrepreneurship exists. Grilo and Thurik (2004) contend that entrepreneurship is a multidimensional concept, whose definition largely depends on the focus of the research undertaken. Concurrent with this view, the OECD considers that entrepreneurship manifests itself in many different ways, with the result that several definitions have been proposed and no single definition has been generally agreed upon (OECD, 2008).

Regardless of the approach adopted, there is some consensus that entrepreneurship revolves around the process of change (Audretsch, 2002) and innovation (Michael, 2007). Audretsch (2002, 2007) asserts that entrepreneurship is about change, since entrepreneurs are agents of change. Nevertheless, such conceptualization poses considerable complexity, as the concept of change is relative to some benchmark, i.e. what may be perceived as change to an individual or organization may not imply any novelty to the related industry. As such, the concept of entrepreneurship is embedded in the local context.

While ‘invention’ can be defined as the creation of something new, ‘innovation’ refers to an invention which is brought into use (Bozeman and Link, 1983). Taking into consideration this notion, authors such as Michael (2007), and Dimitratos and Plakoyiannaki (2003), contend that innovation is at the heart of entrepreneurship, with the entrepreneur bringing innovation to the customer whenever it takes place and in this sense exploiting opportunities based on needs that are not perfectly addressed by the competitors.

It should be noted at this stage that the efforts to curb climate change create opportunities of a special kind to entrepreneurs. These opportunities are ‘special’ because they result from a market failure – climate change – which, according to Stern (2007), is the greatest market failure the world has ever seen. In common with many other environmental problems, climate change is an externality at its most basic level, and requires public intervention in order to be corrected. As Dean and McMullen (2007) and Cohen and Winn (2007) observe, market failures that contribute to environmental degradation are important to entrepreneurs because they provide significant opportunities for the creation of new technologies and innovative business models.
In the context of the entrepreneurship field of study, the importance of policy instruments is not confined to the correction of market failures that may give rise to new business opportunities. Further than that, policymakers are increasingly recognizing entrepreneurship as a fundamental lever to build and sustain economic growth (Acs and Szerb, 2006).

The importance of public policy oriented to entrepreneurship is reflected in the EU Commission’s acknowledgment that the challenge for the EU is to identify the main factors that create an enabling environment for entrepreneurial initiatives in all sectors of the economy (EU Commission, 2003). In respect to a sector related to the transition towards a low-carbon economy, Jacobsson et al. (2009) observe that such concerns should be taken into consideration in the EU’s renewable energy policy, which should be designed to secure attractive conditions for new entrants and entrepreneurs across the value chain of the energy industry and for a broad range of technological solutions.

A literature review of the International Business field of study could be an endless task in itself (Chandra and Newburry, 1997). Notwithstanding these difficulties, some authors have endeavoured to review this field, such as Wright and Ricks (1994), Chandra and Newburry (1997) and Mtigwe (2006).

While for many years the study of international business considered the ‘nation’ as the main unit of analysis, the post second world war period shifted the analytical emphasis to the firm. The main focus since then has been on the activities of multinational companies (MNCs) (McDougall and Oviatt, 1996; Acs et al., 2003), and a more significant attention to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in this field of study has only been observed since the mid-1970s (Gilroy et al., 2008).

Some authors assert that the reductions in international transportation and communication costs, and the shortening of products’ life cycle, are some of the motivations that enabled smaller firms to operate internationally (Hashai and Almor, 2004). Other authors contend that the increasing globalisation of markets has made international business as much a sphere of activity for multinational firms as for entrepreneurs, an aspect which encouraged companies to expand internationally and explore new revenue streams (Karra et al., 2008; Zahra and Hayton, 2008).

Mtigwe (2006) considers IE as the practical expression of the motivations and rationale of international business theory, many authors consider that IE lies at the intersection path between the fields of entrepreneurship and international business (e.g. Dimitratos and Jones, 2005; Gabrielsson et al., 2008).
One of the most consensual and quoted definitions of IE was proposed by McDougall and Oviatt (2003: 7), who assert that «international entrepreneurship is the discovery, enactment, evaluation, and exploitation of opportunities – across national borders – to create future goods and services». In a similar direction, Zahra and George (2005:6) consider IE as «the process of creatively discovering and exploiting opportunities that lie outside a firm’s domestic markets in the pursuit of competitive advantage».

From these definitions, we can conclude that the opportunity concept is present in all of them, as well as the idea of crossing borders. This comes to no surprise, as the opportunity exploitation lies at the core of entrepreneurship research, and international entrepreneurial firms should have the ability to identify and exploit opportunities in the international marketplace (Dimitratos and Plakoyiannaki, 2003). In short, irrespective of the definition that is adopted, it is widely agreed that IE broadly involves the recognition and exploitation of overseas opportunities (Spence et al., 2008).

The challenges posed by climate change are opening a wide range of opportunities to entrepreneurs, with policy makers worldwide seeking to create the adequate environmental settings to encourage the exploitation of these opportunities. The CDM, one of the most innovative tools originating from the Kyoto Protocol, should be mentioned as having been specifically designed to stimulate entrepreneurs in industrialized countries to cross national borders and invest in greenhouse gas reduction projects in developing countries. By doing so, they are also facilitating the transfer of technologies to developing countries and contributing for reaching sustainable development goals.

### 2.3. International Technology Transfer

The ‘North-South divide’ is an expression frequently used to designate the economic and socio-political division that exists between the world’s wealthy nations, known as the ‘North’, and the poor developing countries, known as the ‘South’. One of the aspects contributing to this rift is the profound technological gap that exists between developing countries and its developed counterparts. However, historical and empirical evidence suggests that latecomer countries are able to significantly progress in their technological evolution by effectively harnessing an international pool of existing technologies already available from more technologically advanced nations (Radosavic, 1999; Magic, 2003; Hu et al., 2005).
It is against this backdrop that the study of ITT assumes special importance. Technology transfer is a key element for economic development across all levels of industry, and is a fundamental mechanism to foster economic growth and innovation intensity (Radosevic, 1999; Morrisey and Almonacid, 2005).

According to Maskus (2004), ITT can be defined as a comprehensive term covering a set of mechanisms for shifting information across borders and its effective diffusion into the host economies. In short, and in line with Graham (1982), ITT can be understood as the reception and utilization by one country of the technology developed in another.

An important definition of technology transfer to be taken into consideration in the scope of this chapter is the one proposed by the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2001). Drawing on climate change concerns, technology transfer is described as a broad set of processes covering the flows of know-how, experience and equipment aimed at mitigating and adapting to climate change amongst different stakeholders such as governments, private companies, NGOs and research institutions. In its definition of technology transfer, the IPCC also includes the concept of technology diffusion, which refers to the extent to which a technology is utilized, i.e. the amount of people or entities which have adopted the technology.

Another relevant modality is related to the institutional path through which technology transfers flow. The IPCC (2001) identifies three technology transfer pathways: (i) government-driven; (ii) private-driven; and (iii) community-driven pathways. Government-driven pathways are technology transfers initiated by governments to fulfill specific policy goals. Private sector-driven pathways essentially involve transfers between commercially oriented private-owned organizations; and community-driven pathways are those transfers involving community organizations with a high degree of collective decision-making.

As the content of the technologies transferred can vary significantly, Bell (1987) proposes a typology to classify them. According to this author, technology flows can be classified into three categories: (1) capital goods and technological services, such as the purchase of machinery and equipment; (2) skills and know-how for operation and maintenance; and (3) knowledge, expertise and experience for the generation and management of technical change.

A commonly used distinction pertains to technology being classified as explicit or implicit. Whereas technology that can be codified into formulas, patent applications and the like can be deemed as explicit, uncodified technology – uncodified in the sense it requires some degree of implicit know-how from the personnel handling it – can be regarded as implicit technology (Maskus, 2004). This distinction is important, because
whereas explicit technology can be quickly transferred across organizational contexts, implicit knowledge poses more difficulties on its transfer (Duanmu and Fai, 2007).

The definitions of technology transfer found in the literature do not take into consideration specific modes of transfer (Radosevic, 1999). However, to overcome this caveat reported in the literature, there are numerous dimensions that can be used to classify technology transfers modes.

One relevant modality or dimension of analysis pertains to the maturity of the technology that is transferred. The movement of an established technology from one entity to another is usually known as a horizontal transfer. In contrast, vertical transfers are those technologies that are transferred directly from the R&D stage to the commercialisation phase (Ockwell et al., 2008; Andersen et al., 2007).

Technology transfers do not necessarily occur towards market interactions. As such, another modality of transfer stems on the market vs. non-market dichotomy. The non-market alternative involves the acquisition of technology without the consent of the provider, such as through imitation, internet research or industrial espionage (Maskus, 2004; Andersen et al., 2007).

We can conclude from the above on the complexity of technology transfer flows. In effect, to capture all these dimensions into a comprehensive model or analytical framework is a difficult task and, indeed, few authors have endeavored to undertake such challenge. One exception is worth of note – Reisman (2005) – who proposed a taxonomy to classify technology transfer modalities, for providing a broad understanding of the conceptual depth of this topic. Adopting what he calls a ‘cross-disciplinary meta-approach’, the author concludes that technology transfer can be characterized by 173 attributes, which, in combination, make up a large array of technology transfer possibilities.

We have shown in the above paragraphs that there are several dimensions associated with the modes of technology transfer, which emphasize different aspects of the transfer process. In spite of this, and following Radosevic (1999) most researchers and practitioners have placed their attention on the examination of the mechanisms that lead to technology transfer technologies. Due to its importance for the current approach, we examine them in a subsequent way.
2.4. Mechanisms for International Technology Transfer

Drawing mainly from Maskus (2004)’s categorization, which stems on a market vs. non-market dichotomy, in the following paragraphs we briefly go through the most important ITT mechanisms found in the literature. We start with those that can be considered ITT market mechanisms, and then we turn to those that can be considered non-market ones. We finalize with other mechanisms that do not necessarily fall into any of these categories.

The first ITT mechanism pertains to the trade of goods and services across borders. In fact, exports carry some potential for the transmission of technological information, not the least because they can be studied for design characteristics and reverse engineering (Maskus, 2004).

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is another important mechanism of ITT. In principle, companies that invest abroad are expected, in some way, to transfer some form of technological information to the subsidiaries located in the host economy (Maskus, 2004). FDI can be seen as a way of transferring technology among affiliated firms, being a mechanism that usually involves large resource commitments and provides a high degree of control over the technology that is transferred (Radosavic, 1999; Vishwasrao, 2007; Leitão and Baptista, 2009.b).

A third market-based ITT mechanism is technology licensing. Licensing consists in the permission by the owner of a patented invention to another person or legal entity to perform, in a certain country and for the duration of the patent rights, one or more of the acts which are covered by the rights to the patented invention in that country (WIPO, 2004). Licensing contracts can vary in several ways, which may affect the degree of control that the licensor can retain over the technology, as well as the profits that he can obtain from the licensee (Vishwasrao, 2007).

Franchising is a contract-based organizational structure which, in general, involves two parties: a franchisor firm that compromises to transfer a business concept that it has developed; and a franchisee, which will implement this business concept in a non-domestic market (Teegen, 2000). Franchising is a type of license agreement between parties, under which there is a transfer of rights and some form of know-how between the franchisor and the franchisee (Welsh, 2007; WIPO, 2004). This process of transfer can assume various guises, namely, in the form of direct franchising, area development franchising, or master franchising (Teegen, 2000).

Another type of cooperative contract is the one that implies the creation of joint ventures (JVs), which are based on the creation of an entity that embraces two or more
firms that pool a portion of their resources, in order to create a separate jointly owned organization. As an ITT mechanism, JVs are likely to lead to effective technology transfers, as the technology owner has an incentive to ensure that the underlying tacit knowledge is effectively transferred (Stern, 2007).

In addition to the above, there are other noteworthy cooperative and commercial means of ITT that the WIPO (2004) considers: (i) assignments; (ii) consultancy arrangements; and (iii) turn-key projects. Firstly, an assignment consists in the sale by the owner of all his exclusive rights in a patented innovation, and the corresponding purchase of those rights by another entity. Secondly, a consultancy arrangement pertains to the provision of advice and rendering of other services concerning the planning for, and the actual acquisition of, a given technology that is required by entities located in other countries that do not possess that technology. Thirdly, a turn-key contract arrangement is one in which a party designs and installs a system and transfers it to another party who will then operate it.

In regard to non-market mechanisms, a spin-off can be defined as a new company that is formed by individuals who were former employees of a parent organization, with a technology which is transferred from the parent organization. According to Rogers et al. (2001), spin-offs represent the transfer of a technological innovation to a new entrepreneurial firm that is formed around that technological innovation.

Another non-market mechanism for ITT that is worth mentioning is imitation. Imitation is the process by which rival firms learn the technological secrets of other firms’ products or services (Maskus, 2004). Imitation can be carried out by means of product inspections or reverse engineering, for example.

An alternative means of acquiring technological information without compensation is to study public available information about those technologies. By reading patent applications, for example, rival firms can obtain knowledge about the underlying technologies, which may enable them to develop alternative technologies that do not infringe the rights of the original applicants (Maskus, 2004).

In the reference literature other important ITT mechanisms can be found that do not necessarily fall into the market vs. non-market dichotomy. One case in point are the so-called “Cooperative Research and Development Agreements” (CRADAs), which are an example of cooperative arrangements established between an R&D organization and a receptor organization for the transfer of technology (Rogers, 2002). As defined by the same author, CRADAs pertain to the transfer of technologies from federal R&D laboratories in the US to private companies. However, in the context of ITT this kind of agreements should be seen in the light of the strategic technology alliance (STA).
Another means of ITT is to move people who have the technology into receptor organizations. This can either be observed in a market or non-market situation. For example, this situation can happen when the human resources that have the knowledge of a certain technology leave the firm and join a competitor based on that knowledge.

We finish the current item by summarizing in table 2 the most relevant of these mechanisms, providing a brief description and outlining their strengths and weaknesses, both from the perspective of the transferor and the technology host.

----------------------------------------------
PLEASE INSERT TABLE 2 HERE
----------------------------------------------

3. Climate Change and Technology Transfer

3.1. Background

Climate change is one of the most important challenges the humanity currently faces. The warming of the planet due to the emission of anthropogenic greenhouse gases (GHGs) is now considered unequivocal (IPCC, 2007), and international collective action is required to address this challenge (Stern, 2007; World Bank, 2008).

The first noteworthy event was the World Climate Conference of 1979, which called the attention for the increasing quantities of CO$_2$ being released into the atmosphere. In 1988, the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) jointly created the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), whose main propose is to assess the latest scientific, technical and socio-economic literature produced on climate change, in order to assist governments in their policy decisions (IPCC, 2009).

In 1992, at the Earth Summit Conference held in Rio de Janeiro, concerns over climate change led over 150 nations to sign the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The UNFCCC sets out the global framework for action with the goal of stabilizing GHGs concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that avoids dangerous anthropogenic interference with the Earth’s climate system. The Convention entered into force in March 1994, and has achieved near universal ratification to date.
The UNFCCC establishes key principles for the collective international response, highlighting the fact that the greatest share of the responsibility to achieve GHG reductions is assigned to the so-called ‘Annex-I countries’. These include 27 industrialized economies and 12 ‘transition economies’, as they are the source of most GHG emissions.

The UNFCCC established the Conference of the Parties (COP), the supreme body for decision-making and implementation of the Convention, which is convened on an annual basis. The most significant meeting on climate change so far was the Third Conference of the Parties (COP-3), which was held in Kyoto in December 1997. The outcome of this conference was the agreement on the first international treaty binding Annex-I countries to reduce GHG emissions: the Kyoto Protocol. Now ratified by almost every country in the world, the treaty entered into force in February 2005.

The Kyoto Protocol determines that Annex-I countries reduce their combined GHG emissions (excluding the GHGs controlled by the Montreal Protocol\(^2\)) by an average of 5.2% below 1990 levels between 2008 and 2012 (which is called the ‘first commitment period’). The Protocol does not stipulate how these reductions should be achieved, but it proposes three flexible market-based mechanisms to allow Annex-I countries to meet their commitments: (i) Emissions Trading Schemes (ETS); (ii) Joint Implementation (JI); and (iii) Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). The focus of our study is the CDM, which will be examined later in this section.

Multilateral frameworks such as the UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol are one ‘dimension’ of the international collective action required to mitigate climate change. According to Stern (2007) two other ‘dimensions’ should be considered: (1) the role of organizations, partnerships and networks such as the International Energy Agency (IEA) or the recently established International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), which facilitate and support coordinated international action; and (2) the existence of domestic policy goals that support mandatory initiatives to reduce GHG emissions (Stern, 2007).

The IPCC (2007) highlighted the need for three fundamental policy instruments in order to decarbonise world economies: (i) carbon pricing; (ii) traditional regulation (through mandates and subsidies); and (iii) innovation policy.

---

\(^2\) The Montreal Protocol is an international treaty designed to protect the ozone layer by phasing out the production of chemicals that destroy the ozone layer. In addition to destroying the ozone layer, these ozone depletion gases are also GHGs, with GWP thousands of times superior to CO\(_2\) (Andersen et al., 2007).
As observed in a Deutsche Bank (2008)’s report, the potential regulation tools previously outlined can be also considered as major drivers of investment opportunities in climate change.

There are a number of measures that governments can undertake for creating a suitable environment for investing in solutions that address climate change issues, either serving mitigation or adaptation purposes. These include, for example, the assignment of subsidies to renewable energy generation, taxes on fossil-fuels, and the enforcement of environmental standards (Moore and Wüstenhagen, 2004).

Worth mentioning in this regard is Germany’s renewable energy law (EEG), which was very successful in increasing the share of renewable energies in the country’ electricity mix, and also enabled the country to achieve leadership status in terms of installed wind power capacity (Wüstenhagen and Bilharz, 2006).

Such type of policy measures is likely to open a wide array of opportunities to entrepreneurs, who can reap great benefits if they are able to quickly exploit them. As we will see below, the CDM is an example of a policy-driven mechanism which was specifically tailored to stimulate international entrepreneurs.

For addressing climate change, in the Deutsche Bank’s (2008) report four main categories of solutions are proposed: (i) clean energy; (ii) environmental resource management; (iii) energy and material efficiency; and (iv) environmental services. Throughout this chapter we will use the designation ‘environmentally sound technologies’ (ESTs) to encompass the first three categories of solutions (see table 3 below).
Public policy in this area is particularly important since, as observed by Less and McMillan (2005), one of the main differences between the transfer of ESTs and ‘normal’ technologies is that the former are more reliant on regulation and public policy.

As many climate friendly technologies already exist in developed countries (Pascala and Socolow, 2004), its transfer to developing countries will enable them to leapfrog some stages in the technology development process (Popp, 2008; Stern, 2007).

The motivation for developing countries rely on the support of developed countries in transferring the ESTs is threefold. First, they are more dependent on climate sensitive sectors (such as agriculture and forestry). Second, they lack the resources and/or infrastructure to respond to the consequences of climate change. Third, these countries have to deal with social challenges such as poverty reduction and may be reluctant to adopt policies that could limit their economic growth (Stern, 2007).

The success of the Montreal Protocol has been due, to a large extent, to the process of continuous technological innovation and transfer. Although the climate change challenge is different in scope and dimension, the major stakeholders involved should learn from the Montreal lessons\(^3\), as both problems share a set of basic similarities: they address an externality, they lie on the principle of common but different responsibilities between developed and developing countries, and rely on technology for their successful resolution.

The next section will analyze the CDM and highlight its importance as a mechanism to the transfer of ESTs.

3.2. The Clean Development Mechanism

The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) is one of the three flexible mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol. The CDM has two main purposes: (i) to allow Annex-I countries to invest in projects that reduce emissions in developing countries to offset a part of their domestic obligations; and (ii) to assist non-Annex-I countries in achieving sustainable development. Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) are the CDM’s currency, and they are the measure of the quantity of GHG emissions that has been avoided by CDM projects.

Notwithstanding the fact that the CDM does not have an explicit technology transfer mandate, one of the sustainable development benefits that CDM projects are expected to

\(^3\) Which include taking mitigation actions early, the development of a ‘visionary’ technology assessment, the encouragement of MNC’s leadership in mitigation efforts, the importance of the financial mechanisms under the Montreal protocol, among others. For more information on this, see Andersen \textit{et al.} (2007).
bring is the use of technologies and know-how that are not available in the host countries (de Conick et al., 2008; Doranova et al., 2009; Seres, 2007).

In the COP-7 held in Marrakech in 2001 were established the rules that govern the CDM. Among the most important of these rules are the concepts of ‘additionality’ and ‘baseline’. In what concerns the first concept, a CDM project is considered ‘additional’ if the anthropogenic emissions of GHGs are reduced below those that would have occurred in the absence of the project. References need to be made in relation to a ‘business-as-usual’ scenario – the ‘baseline’, the second concept – which represents the GHG emissions that would occur in the absence of the proposed CDM project. If the emissions of the planned CDM project activity fall below those of the appropriate baseline, the project can be considered additional (see figure 1 for an illustration of the concept).

There are three main approaches to develop a CDM project: (1) bilateral; (2) unilateral and; (3) multilateral. A bilateral approach is observed when an Annex-I country or one of its legal entities invest in projects in partnership with a non-Annex-I country (Yamin, 2005). Unilateral projects are those where there is no foreign investment and the project is developed entirely in the host economy (Wilder, 2005). A multilateral approach is where an international financial institution or intermediary puts together a portfolio of CDM activities on behalf of others (Yamin, 2005).

One key aspect related to the CDM is that it is intended to stimulate private sector investments in climate-friendly projects, because at its core is the generation of credits (CERs) that have market value and can be sold for a profit (Yamin, 2005; Stern, 2007).

In this sense, if we exclude unilateral project types from our analysis, then CDM projects can be considered as a form of IE. In fact, the CDM laid out an institutional framework that enables and stimulates firms that own some type of ‘climate-friendly technology’ to proactively seek new markets for their technologies and, in complement, to benefit from the extra revenues provided by the sale of CERs. By installing in a certain country a technological solution that leads to the reduction of GHGs, entrepreneurs are moving innovations across borders, bringing change to where it is needed, being expected to contribute to local sustainable development goals.
As already observed, CDM projects are expected to contribute to technology transfer by financing GHG reduction activities that use technologies not available in host countries. For instance, in one section of the PDD (the standard template document that describes the CDM project) project developers are required to include a description of how ESTs are going to be transferred to host countries. Moreover, certain host countries, such as, China, India and Brazil require that some sort of technology transfer occurs for the CDM project to be approved by the respective Designated National Authority (DNA), the entity that supervises the CDM process at national level (Seres, 2007).

According to van der Gaast et al. (2009), it remains to be seen how important CDM’s contribution in transferring ESTs to developing countries is. Nevertheless, we can find in the literature some studies that have analyzed technology transfer issues within the CDM. Most of them use data available from CDM projects in order to analyze these issues. In the majority of these studies, this info is collected from the analysis of PDDs.

Haites et al. (2006) concluded that technology transfers occur in one third of the projects analyzed (860), accounting for two-thirds of the CERs generated.

Seres (2007), making an analysis out of the 2293 projects existent in the CDM pipeline, found technology transfer to be very heterogeneous across project types, varying in terms of reliance on imported technology, knowledge and equipment flows, and the countries where the technology came from. The results obtained pointed out that technology transfer is more common in larger projects, and also on those that count with some sort of foreign participation (i.e. bilateral and multilateral projects).

Dechezleprêtre et al. (2008) concluded that the probability of transfer is 50% higher when a CDM project is developed by a subsidiary of an Annex-I country. The study also confirms that the technological capabilities of the host economy strongly influence the likelihood of technology transfers, but only in the energy and chemical industry sectors. In the case of agriculture, the authors concluded that technological capabilities reduce the likelihood of accomplishing an effective technology transfer.

Albeit recognizing improvement opportunities in the CDM as a mechanism to the transfer of ESTs, most studies in the reference literature have been moderately positive to the results so far achieved. However, the analysis of alternative mechanisms to the transfer of these technologies has barely received any attention in the literature. That is the main motivation for presenting, in the next item, an alternative approach for identifying and analysing other technology transfer mechanisms, based on the presentation of a benchmarking proposal that aims to assess how well do these mechanisms fare compared with the CDM.
3.3. Evaluating CDM Projects in China: A Benchmarking Proposal

China is the world’s most populous and fastest-developing country. Its economy has grown at an average 8% rate per year in the period 1980-2001, and its per capita income is expected to be more than treble by 2020 (Li and Oberheitmann, 2009). Notwithstanding the improvement of the economic welfare of the Chinese population in the past three decades, this staggering economic growth has engendered some serious negative side effects, most in particular the growing emissions of GHGs.

According to the World Watch Institute (2009), China’s carbon dioxide emissions are now estimated to be about 24% of the total amount, higher that US’ contribution of 21%.

Given the fact that China is among the world’s largest energy consumers and producers of GHGs, its policymakers have been directing their efforts to drive the country into a more sustainable path. Policies include the implementation of ambitious energy efficiency programmes, and the setting up of a renewable energy law in the beginning of 2006. The transfer of ESTs from developed countries into China is also one of the objectives of Chinese policymakers, and the CDM is considered an important instrument to support this goal (EU-China CDM Facilitation Project, 2009).

As of the 22nd April 2009, around 75% of the CDM projects registered by the UNFCCC were located in four countries – China, India, Brazil and Mexico – with China accounting for around one third of the total (UNFCCC, 2009c). This trend is expected to continue, as in the end of 2008 73% of the CDM projects in the pipeline were located in these four countries (UNEP Riso, 2009).

China was a relatively latecomer in regard to the setting up of an internal CDM policy, which has only entered into force in October 2005. However, the Chinese CDM framework differs in some important points from the majority of the other non-Annex I countries, with two aspects worth mentioning. First, the existence of a minimum purchase price of the CERs generated. Second, the obligation of all Chinese CDM projects to have a 51% Chinese ownership stake (Lütken and Michaelowa, 2008). Such measures have deterred many foreign entrepreneurs from investing in CDM projects in China and, as a consequence, a significant majority of the projects implemented so far has been of the unilateral type. This has hindered the potential transfer of technologies from developed countries to China by means of CDM projects. Notwithstanding this fact, the transfer of technologies into China has been reported in many CDM projects. For example, all projects implemented leading to the elimination of HFC-23 (a GHG with a warming
potential thousands of times higher than carbon dioxide) involved some sort of international technology transfer (Dechezleprêre et al., 2009).

This said, given the limitations of the CDM both as technology transfer mechanism and as a vehicle for foreign investments into China, other alternative mechanisms to the transfer of ESTs should be taken into consideration for the Chinese reality. They can roughly be grouped into two sets: (i) mechanisms that fall under the UNFCCC (which include the CDM or the Global Environmental Facility); and (ii) those that fall outside its jurisdiction (e.g. private sector mechanisms, such as JVs and licensing agreements, as previously pointed out in section 2.4). Due to the existence of these alternatives to the transfer ESTs, we find it particularly important to propose a methodological tool to compare them, following a benchmarking approach.

In the literature we can identify some studies which have attempted to perform a comparative analysis among technology transfer mechanisms (examples include Connell, 1987; Autio and Laamanen, 1995). However, few studies can be found that compare mechanisms leading to the transfer of ESTs. In this regard, one notable exception has been the work of the UNFCCC Expert Group on Technology Transfer, which has been developing a set of performance indicators to evaluate the effectiveness of the UNFCCC’s technology transfer framework (see UNFCCC, 2009b). As a potential limitation, this methodology was not specifically designed to compare technology transfer mechanisms.

The benchmarking framework we propose is aimed at analyzing four focus areas which, in our view, are quintessential in the scope of international transfers of ESTs.

The first area pertains to ‘capacity building’. This consists on the strengthening of the host economy’s technological infrastructure, including its human and institutional capabilities (IEA, 2001). According to many authors (e.g. Wei, 1995; Radosevic, 1999; IISD, 2008), the capacity to master the received technology and innovate on that knowledge is a critical aspect on the technology transfer process.

The second area of analysis relates to the financial flows associated with investment and operational costs of the mechanism under evaluation. As observed in section 3.1, many developing countries lack the financial resources needed to reduce the carbon intensity of their economies. As such, the propensity of the mechanism to financially contribute to the implementation of ESTs in the host economy is an aspect that needs to be taken into consideration. Mechanisms that have a financial component include, for example, the CDM, FDI and JVs. Mechanisms deprived of such component are, for example, the UNFCCC’s Technology Information Clearing House or the IEA’s Networks of Expertise in Energy Technology.
The third area pertains to the ‘enabling environment’ of the host economy. This aspect has to do with the policies, regulations and institutions that exist in the country and that strongly influence the effectiveness of the technology transfer process. For example, the protection of IPR is an aspect which is usually taken into consideration by the private sector when analysing to enter into a foreign market. There are mechanisms that can exert some influence in shaping the enabling environment of the host economy. Examples include some projects implemented in the scope of the Global Environmental Facility (GEF, 2009), and some programmes implemented by the World Bank.

Finally, the fourth area is related to the extent the technology transfer mechanism contributes to sustainable development goals in the host economy, an aspect which is very important in the case of ESTs (de Conick et al., 2008; Doranova et al., 2009). For example, one of the reasons the HFC-23 CDM projects mentioned above having been strongly criticized (e.g. Taiyab, 2005; Ellis et al., 2007) has been due to their limited contribution to local communities’ sustainable development needs.

Following the approach designed by Raposo et al. (2006), we suggest a qualitative evaluation of these KPIs, for each technology transfer mechanism, ranging on a scale from 1 (lowest performance) to 5 (highest performance). Taking into consideration the areas identified, in table 4 presented below we propose a set of key performance indicators (KPIs) to assess how well the mechanism under evaluation (that is, in our case focused on CDM), fares in respect to each of these areas.

----------------------------------------------
PLEASE INSERT TABLE 4 HERE
----------------------------------------------

The performance analysis will provide the production of comparative studies and the identification of corrective measures that should be oriented to the accomplishing of sustainability goals, according to the perspectives of the investor and host economy. This is particularly relevant in undertaking benchmarking analyses that make possible, on the one hand, an accurate evaluation of the implementation of CDM projects, by using both qualitative and quantitative indicators. On the other hand, it will be very useful in contrasting international experiences of CDM projects, especially, the ones that are related to investments in developing countries, for comparative purposes. Lastly, the current benchmarking proposal makes it possible to perform innovative assessments of ITT mechanisms, which until now have been extremely difficult to evaluate, due to the inexistence of adequate methodological tools, which should guide both policy makers and managers in the emergent field of Energy Entrepreneurship.
4. Final Remarks and Implications

Under the cross framework of international entrepreneurship and technology transfer, the chapter reviewed the main theories of internationalization by posing FDI as a mechanism of technology transfer.

In this context CDM projects have a special importance, since they can be considered a mechanism of ITT, under a delocalization scenario. Moreover, the CDM can be approached as an example of public policy measure aiming to stimulate knowledge spillovers and dissemination of environmental sound technologies in developing countries. In this line of reasoning, with this chapter we also aimed to present a benchmarking approach based on the need for evaluating the implementation of CDM projects in developing economies, such as China.

In comparison to other CDM Projects, the proposed benchmarking approach can be used to assess the relative performance of alternative ITT mechanisms. The contribution of the current chapter into the literature of Energy Entrepreneurship is threefold: (1) to analyse the CDM in the framework of International Entrepreneurship; (2) to propose a benchmarking approach for evaluating performance of ITT mechanisms in climate friendly technologies; and (3) to provide an operative tool for guiding policy makers, entrepreneurs and practitioners in promotion of sustainability goals.

Although the current approach is based on a mix of qualitative and quantitative measures, it is a first attempt to overcome the caveat found in the reference literature related to the evaluation of ITT mechanisms. Further studies are needed, especially, in what concerns collecting data that can make viable the realization of quantitative studies and forecasting analysis. In addition to this, the definition of what are the best practices according to the perspectives of both the investor and the host economy is somewhat subjective. This requires further attention in future studies, namely, in longitudinal studies that preferably contrast investment experiences in developed and developing economies.

For future research, several guidelines are proposed: (i) to measure the contribution of the CDM to the reduction of the Carbon Intensity of host economies; (ii) to evaluate the impact of performing CDM projects on the economic growth (or productivity); (iii) to identify the main barriers for accomplishing in an efficient way distinct ITT mechanisms; and (iv) to determine the relative importance of ITT mechanisms in facilitating knowledge spillovers.
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### Table 1: Typology of new ventures studied in the framework of International Entrepreneurship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Venture</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Theoretical Constructs used</th>
<th>Mode of Foreign Entry</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Born-Global    | - Knight and Cavusgil (1996) | Small, technology-oriented companies that operate in international markets from the earliest days of their establishment. | - Knowledge-based view  
- Network theory | - Licensing  
- Alliances (e.g. JVs, use of agents, distributors)  
- Exporting | - Begin exporting one or several products within 2 years of establishment |
| International New Venture* | - Oviatt and McDougall (1994) | A business organization that, from inception, seeks to derive significant competitive advantage from the use of resources and the sale of outputs in multiple countries. | - Transaction cost theory  
- Resource-based view  
- Network theory  
- Knowledge-based view | - Exporting  
- FDI  
- Alliances | - Firms that are global from inception or internationalize within 2 years of establishment  
- Begin with a proactive international strategy |
| Born-Again Global | - Bell et al. (2001) | Well-established firms that have previously focused on their domestic markets, but which suddenly embrace rapid and dedicated internationalisation. | - Network theory  
- Knowledge-based view  
- internationalization process model | - FDI  
- Acquisition  
- Franchising  
- Exporting | - Predominantly, ‘traditional’ firms, whose internationalization process was prompted by a ‘critical incident’ |
| International Start-up | - Johnson (2004) | A new venture that exhibits an innate propensity to engage in a meaningful level of international business activity at or near inception, with the intent of achieving strategic competitive advantage. | - Knowledge-based view  
- Network theory | - Exporting | - Firms internationalize within five years of founding; and  
- International sales represent a minimum of 20% of total revenue |
| International venture | - Kuemmerle (2002) | Companies that, from their inception, engage in either home-base-augmenting (HBA) or home-base-exploiting (HBE) activities or both, thus viewing their operating domain as international from the initial stages of the firm’s operation. | - Knowledge-based view  
- Network theory | - HBA activities and/or  
- HBE activities | - The ventures are built from one rather than several home bases  
- Rapid growth of the venture |
| Micro-multinational | - Dimitratos et al., 2003 | A small- and medium-sized firm that controls and manages value-added activities through constellation and investment modes in more than one country. | - Network theory  
- Resource-based view  
- Knowledge-based view | - ‘Constellation and investment’ modes, such as licensing, franchising, JV or strategic alliances | - In comparison to large multinationals, micro-multinationals possess a lower level of resources; have a lower degree of value-added activities abroad; and tend to engage in higher degrees of networking. |

Source: Own elaboration. * Note: these authors distinguish 4 types of international new ventures: (i) import-export start-up; (ii) multinational trader; (iii) geographically-focused start-up; and (iv) global start-up.
### Table 2 International Technology Transfer Mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer Mechanism</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
<th>Strengths and Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)     | An investment abroad, where the company being invested is controlled by the foreign corporation. | - FDI provides a high degree of control over the technology which is transferred;  
- Due to the above, FDI is more appropriate to the transfer of recent, complex and costly technology;  
- FDI often raises awareness among local companies of the new technological possibilities brought by the foreign firm;  
- FDI creates a situation whereby foreign firms fight with local companies for high-skilled personnel. |
| Joint Venture (JV)                  | An entity that is created when two or more firms pool a portion of their resources and create a separate jointly owned organization. | - Compared to other mechanisms, JVs are likely to lead to effective technology transfers, as the technology owner has an incentive to ensure that the underlying tacit knowledge is effectively transferred;  
- Under the JV, the technology receptor has access to the technology and know-how, as well as capital and market access;  
- Allows the spread of costs and risks, as well as different parties to learn new skills from each other. |
| International Trade                 | The exchange of services and goods across international borders.                  | - All exports carry some potential for the transfer of technological information, and as such they can be studied for design characteristics and reverse engineering;  
- The transfer of technological inputs to be incorporated into production processes can improve production processes, thereby accelerating technological change in the host economy;  
- The acquisition of technology does not assure its effective transfer;  
- Technology transfer that is limited to capital goods can hardly lead to the development of technological capabilities. |
| Licensing                           | Contractual agreement granting permission to another party to use intellectual property under specific conditions. | - Low risk method for technology owners to obtain additional returns from their investments in R&D;  
- licensors keep significant control over the dissemination, use, and protection of proprietary rights;  
- The technology licensed may experiment some sort of inefficiencies if there are no representatives in the host economy providing warranty or maintenance services;  
- Licensing is a preferable strategy for companies which do not have sufficient resources to enter in a foreign country by means of FDI;  
- The benefits of licensing largely depend on the latter’s ability to negotiate the conditions of the agreement;  
- Licensing may be more appropriate for less complex technologies. |
| Franchising                         | A contractual-based arrangement involving a franchisor and a franchisee, whereupon the former compromises to transfer a business concept and some knowledge to the latter. | - Technology suppliers do not retain any significant control over the use of the technology that is transferred;  
- From the part of the technology supplier, it is the most appropriate means of technology transfer if he finds it impractical to impose restrictions on the use of the technology. |
| Assignment Contract                 | Sale, by the owner of, all his exclusive rights in a patented innovation to another. | - Franchisors keep significant control over the dissemination, use, and protection of proprietary rights;  
- Long-term commitment for the commercialization of the underlying business concept, both from the part of the franchisor and the franchisee. |
| Consultancy Arrangements            | Provision of advice and services by specialized professionals in a certain area.   | - Consultancy arrangements usually do not entail the responsibility of the consultant for the results;  
- They do not provide means to a continuous involvement of the technology supplier so that upgrades to the technology transferred can be more easily facilitated to the host;  
- Does not include measures to provide resources that may be needed for further growth of the host firm. |
| Turnkey Projects                    | A party designs and installs a system and transfers it to another party who will then operate it. | - It can be advantageous in the case of large projects that require sophisticated planning and coordination skills  
- Turnkey projects are often ill adapted to local conditions;  
- They do not provide means to a continuous involvement of the technology supplier so that advances in the technology transferred can be more easily facilitated to the host;  
- Problems with the transfer of IPR from the parent organization to the new company may arise. |
| Mobility of Personnel                | Movement of people who have the technology to receptor organizations.             | - The transfer of specialized personnel, even if for just a limited period of time, is likely to enhance the effectiveness of the technology transfer. |
| Spin-Off                            | A new company that is established by individuals who were former employees of a parent organization, using a technology that is transferred from the parent organization. | - The parent organization may, in some cases, support the spin-off firm, either with the provision of physical assets or financial resources;  
- Problems with the transfer of IPR from the parent organization to the new company may arise. |

Source: Own elaboration.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Sub-categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clean Energy</td>
<td>• Power Generation (e.g. renewable energy technologies; clean coal technologies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cleantech Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Power Storage Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Biofuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Resource Management</td>
<td>• Water (e.g. desalination / purification; wastewater treatment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Agriculture (e.g. irrigation innovation, clean pesticides, seeds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Waste management (e.g. recycling, energy from waste)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy &amp; Material Efficiency</td>
<td>• Advanced Materials (e.g. advanced coatings, lightweight substitutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Building Efficiency (e.g. insulation, micro-generation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Power Grid Efficiency (e.g. storage, smart-metering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Services</td>
<td>• Environmental Protection (e.g. land conservation, sea defense, forestry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Business Services (e.g. insurance, consultancy/advisory, intellectual property,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>microfinance, ‘green’ focused banking)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Deutsche Bank (2008).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Areas</th>
<th>Key Performance Indicator (Qualitative or Quantitative)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Performance level (Investor) (scale: 1 to 5)</th>
<th>Performance level (Host Economy) (scale: 1 to 5)</th>
<th>Deviation (A-B) (+/-)</th>
<th>Corrective Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Investor</td>
<td>Host Economy</td>
<td>Real (A)</td>
<td>Est. (B)</td>
<td>Inv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Capacity Building</td>
<td>1.1 Type of technology transferred (QUAL)</td>
<td>The indicator assesses whether the technologies transferred are in the form of equipment, explicit or tacit knowledge. The higher the amount of tacit knowledge transferred, the higher the likelihood of technology capacity enhancement.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 Maturity of the technology transferred (QUAL)</td>
<td>The indicator assesses whether the technologies transferred are vertical or horizontal. Vertical technology transfers are more likely to contribute to the build-up of local technological capacities than horizontal transfers.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3 Transfer of complementary non-technological capabilities (QUAL)</td>
<td>The indicator evaluates if non-technical capabilities are involved in the scope of the transfer, such as managerial, marketing and organizational capabilities.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4 Knowledge spillovers into the host economy (QUAL)</td>
<td>The indicator evaluates the extent to which technologies transferred through the mechanism under consideration are likely to ‘spill over’ the economy.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – Investment and Operational Costs</td>
<td>2.1 Total annual investment (QUANT)</td>
<td>The indicator measures the total amount of financial flows in ESTs into the host economy using the mechanism.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 Technology transfer costs (QUANT)</td>
<td>The indicator measures the costs entailed by the host economy (i.e. through the host firms) by using the transfer mechanism.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Enabling Environment</td>
<td>3.1 Stakeholders involved (QUAL)</td>
<td>The indicator assesses the type of stakeholders involved in the host economy in the technology transfer process. In the case of governmental stakeholders being involved, it is likely that the mechanism can contribute to the improvement of the regulatory framework of the host economy.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 IPR Protection (QUAL)</td>
<td>The indicator assesses the degree to which the mechanism contributes to the enhancement of IPR protection in the host economy.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – Sustainable Development</td>
<td>4.1 Economic Benefits to Local Communities (QUAL)</td>
<td>The indicator assesses the economic benefits accrued to local communities as a consequence of the technology transfer.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2 Social Benefits to Local Communities (QUAL)</td>
<td>The indicator assesses the social benefits accrued to local communities as a consequence of the technology transferred using the mechanism under consideration</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.3 Environmental Benefits to Local Communities (QUAL)</td>
<td>The indicator assesses the environmental benefits accrued to local communities as a consequence of the technology transferred using the mechanism under consideration</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration. Legend: Quantitative (QUANT); Qualitative (QUAL) Indicator; Non Applicable (N/A).
**FIGURE**

**Figure 1** The principle of the ‘baseline’.

Source: Adapted from Lütken and Michaelowa (2008).